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NO LAUGHING MATTER FOR CAA
WITH AGENT EXODUS TO UTA
Top comedy talent reps abruptly leave agency
for a rival, taking prominent clients with them
CAA SUFFERED A BLOW last week with multiple
partners and agents heading to rival UTA. The exodus marked a major shift in the Hollywood balance of power, with UTA adding comedy stars
including Will Farrell, Melissa McCarthy and
Chris Pratt to its client roster. Pictured below
right are some of the top TV players scooped
up by UTA, according to numerous reports,
on the heels of its acquisition of news and
unscripted mainstay N.S. Bienstock in
January. —Dade Hayes

THEY SAID IT
“If the industry doesn’t
get behind TV Everywhere in a meaningful way over the next
couple of years, the
system will burst
because people do
want to watch content
across platforms.”
David Zaslav,
president and CEO
of Discovery
Communications,
explaining the
company’s preference for TVE over
a stand-alone OTT service in the
U.S., during Discovery’s March 31
upfront event for the press.

Clockwise from top left:
Will Ferrell, Ed Helms,
Seth Meyers, Mindy
Kaling, Melissa McCarthy
and Jim Parsons.
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“To reduce my views
to a handful of jokes that
Noah
didn’t land is not a true reflection
of my character, nor my evolution
as a comedian.” @Trevornoah, comedian Trevor Noah, tweeted on

March 31 after controversy erupted over tweets he had previously posted and whether or not
Comedy Central should name him as Jon Stewart’s successor on The Daily Show.

HBO’s Girls

Amount
per month Sling TV
users can pay
to receive linear
and VOD content
from HBO.

TV EXECS RIP NIELSEN AND DIGITAL NEWBIES,
BUT CONCEDE AN IMAGE PROBLEM

Alan Wurtzel, president of research
and media development for
NBCUniversal, taking part in
the April 1 Paley Center panel.
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A QUARTET OF HIGH-LEVEL EXECUTIVES from traditional TV networks wrestled with the medium’s existential
dilemmas during a lively panel April 1 at the Paley Center in New York titled “The New Age of Television: A Fresh
Approach to Measuring Success.”
Moderator Michael Wolff, columnist and cofounder of aggregation site Newser, pushed the panelists on everything from Nielsen’s viability to defining a hit to the need to redefine their business. On the measurement front,
there was unanimous agreement that a custom mosaic of research and data is necessary for networks to provide
advertisers with a sense of TV’s value. Overnight or even C3 or C7 ratings aren’t enough.
“Nielsen will become increasingly marginalized,” said Alan Wurtzel, president of research and media development for NBCUniversal. “They are incapable of doing certain things, and it’s only getting worse.” (For more on the
shift away from traditional ratings, go to page 8.)
Later, Wurtzel circled back to Nielsen’s vulnerability and tied that to overall image issues for TV.
“Whether we like it or not, Nielsen winds up being a reflection of what the industry is,” he said. “And what
troubles me is that people, because they’re looking at these flawed numbers, are getting the idea that the pie, the
use of the video medium, is shrinking. Well, it’s not.” —DH
For more on the Paley panel, including thoughts from CBS’ David Poltrack, go to broadcastingcable.com/April6.
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